2019-20 SPECIAL CLASS PROGRAMS

ELEMENTARY

Barton – LLD (Learning-Language Disabled)

Cooper – LLD (Learning-Language Disabled); Co-teaching

Harte – BES (Behavioral and Emotional Support)

Johnson – LLD (Learning-Language Disabled)

Kingston – Autistic Support; Co-teaching

Knight – LLD (Learning-Language Disabled); Co-teaching

Mann – Autistic Support

Paine – MD (Multiply Disabled)

Sharp – LLD (Learning-Language Disabled)

Stockton – LLD (Learning-Language Disabled); Co-teaching

Woodcrest – Autistic Support; Co-teaching

MIDDLE

Carusi – MD (Multiply Disabled)

Beck – LLD (Learning-Language Disabled)

Rosa – Autistic Support; BES (Behavioral and Emotional Support); CAPSS (Communication and Pragmatic Social Skills)

HIGH SCHOOL

West – Functional; Vocational

OFFICE OF PUPIL SERVICES - SUPERVISOR ASSIGNMENTS

Joann DiGiacomo, Special Education: Carusi, Cooper, Johnson, Kilmer, Knight, Sharp, Stockton

Bonnie Mingin: District 504 Officer

Trina Scott, Special Education: Barclay, Barton, Harte, Kingston, Mann, Paine, Rosa, Woodcrest

Marc Wisely, Special Education: Alternative H.S., Beck, East, West